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Introduction
from the CEO
Welcome to our second annual
Corporate and Social Responsibility
Report. In 2016 we made a
commitment to ourselves and
our stakeholders to disclose our
approach and achievements across
a broad range of topics that together
demonstrate our commitment to
responsible investment management.
These topics include Sustainability,
Ethics, Corporate Governance and
Social Impact. Our approach in each
of these areas reflects our corporate
values, as well as our belief that
applying a proactive methodology to
the management of all CSR issues is in
our Investors’ best interests.

I have always believed
that with success comes
significant responsibility.
We have been a market
leader in UK Real Estate
Investment for over 20 years,
known in particular for our track
record in pioneering emerging real
estate sectors and new ideas. We
are early to embrace new innovations
and quick to innovate ourselves and
have consistently sought to apply this
approach to what we feel is the social
responsibility that has grown alongside
our success.
As a company, our values have always
centred around awareness, empathy
and personal responsibility and I have
looked to lead Moorfield with these in
mind at all times. This approach has
created a culture of value-based selfregulation across our business which,
when combined with our propensity
to innovate, we believe has kept us at
the forefront of our sector in all aspects
of our CSR activities. We established
the Moorfield Foundation in 2008 to
formalise our charitable programme
and recruit our key advisers to donate
alongside us, we have filed our funds'
sustainability performance with GRESB
since 2014 and are now pioneering
again in the social impact investment
arena. Our governance principles
have always focused on transparency,
rigour and ethical business behaviour
- and we have extensive processes
in place to ensure responsibility and
accountability.

• In 2017, our like-for-like energy
consumption fell by 6% and our
carbon footprint dropped by 19%
(where we also benefited from
continued grid decarbonisation).
Further details are contained in our
environmental performance report
in the Performance section of this
report.
• We have instigated programmes to
collect, analyse and improve water
use and we commit to reporting this
data next year.
• We now have a programme in place
Furthermore, we understand our
position as an influencer in our
industry and are committed to using
that influence to implement a socially
responsible agenda in our wider circle.
We require our advisers and agents
to demonstrate their commitment to
our various policies including modern
slavery (whether captured by the
legislation or not), diversity and ethics
and we are keeping a record of their
progress in these areas.
Last year we set ourselves a number
of targets and in this report we
document progress as well as setting
ourselves new objectives for the
coming year. Below touch on some of
our key achievements:
• In 2017 we achieved a significant
11% improvement in our MREFIII
GRESB Score against the previous
year, and we are particularly proud
of our Management and Policy
score, where we achieved a rating
of 92 out of a possible 100. We will
continue to use GRESB to measure
progress and performance in 20181.

1: GRESB is the industry standard benchmark for real estate businesses. More information on GRESB can
be obtained from the website: https://gresb.com/
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to actively engage with our tenants
on their sustainability performance
- please see the Stakeholder
section for a summary of our tenant
engagement survey,
• I have signed up to support the
Real Estate Balance Chief Executive
Commitments, a set of commitments
to promote a better gender balance
in the UK Real Estate industry.
• We have implemented processes
and invested in infrastructure to
make our own offices and operations
more efficient and sustainable.

OBJECTIVE

• We are now working closely with
Landaid to make our first social
impact investment through the
Moorfield Foundation.
• We have continued our commitment
to achieve a BREEAM Very Good
rating on our developments and
refurbishments, and are on track
to receive these on the two major
office refurbishments that completed
last year.
Further details of progress against
2016 commitments are summarised in
the table below.

PROGRESS

Complete portfolio risk reviews (energy performance
certificates and flood risk to be considered as a
priority)

Complete

Collate and report landlord controlled environmental
performance on an annual basis

Annual Ongoing

Participate in GRESB

Annual Ongoing

Consider implementation of enhanced improvement
programmes at targeted assets

Annual Ongoing

Produce an annual Corporate Social Responsibility
Report

Annual Ongoing

Review ESG requirements in agreements and
contracts with our appointed Property Management
teams

End 2018

Collate head office performance and consider
opportunities for improvement

We took occupation of our new office in March 2017.
We will report on progress in next year’s report – when
a minimum of 12 months energy data is available

Review Modern Slavery Act obligations and develop
compliance programme, if required

A compliance programme has been established. By
it’s nature, compliance management is ongoing.

Reduce like-for-like energy consumption by 12% on a
2016 baseline

Underway, in 2017 we reduced energy performance by
6% on 2016 baseline (based on like-for-like data). Our
final target is set for 2020

Reduce like-for-like water consumption by 5% on a
2016 baseline

We have introduced data collection programmes and
will report progress against our 2020 water target in
next year’s report.

Monitor all waste performance with an objective of
achieving zero waste to landfill

Managing agents must now report to us annually on
waste performance. We will report on progress next
year.

As you can see, it is early days, however, we have made good progress. Further, we are committed to continual
improvement and transparency.
As you would expect, we strive to constantly innovate and progress our CSR agenda and actions – this is a journey and not
a destination and we look forward to sharing our latest waypoint with you through this report.
Marc E.C.Gilbard
Chief Executive Officer
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About
Moorfield

Moorfield at a glance
Moorfield Group is a UK real estate and related private
equity fund manager, with investments made through the
Moorfield Real Estate Funds (MREFs) and Moorfield Audley
Real Estate Fund (MAREF).

We ensure that we are kept informed of new developments
and advances but also that a consideration of sustainability
and corporate responsibility is embedded in everything we
do.

We have invested in almost all sectors and sub-sectors of
UK real estate over the past two decades and currently
have c.£2bn of assets under management.

We believe that continued progression along our planned
journey will create an investment approach that not only
has financial benefits, but also contributes positively to the
sustainability agenda, both within our own business, and
across the real estate and fund management industry as a
whole.

We are proactive asset managers and we endeavour at
all times to remain at the forefront of all technological
and social changes. We believe this is critical to identify
new opportunity and to maximise existing opportunities.
This may mean understanding the technologies that are
changing, how customers engage with real estate or,
understanding how to maximise the energy efficiency of our
buildings from an environmental and cost basis.

This is our second Corporate and Social Responsibility
report and sets out the progress we have made since
last year. It also affirms the principles which underpin our
approach to the environmental, social and governance
aspects of our real estate investment, development and
management processes.

Perceptive
knows the importance
of innovation

c.£2bn
Assets under
management

25
employees
3
Active
Funds
Over 500
Indirect
employees

Moorfield.com

30 Live
Investments
22 years
in operation
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Our
CSR Timeline
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Moorfield's Approach
to CSR
Moorfield takes a managed and structured approach to
CSR. In 2016 we reported on the results of our materiality
assessment. We review the results of our materiality
assessment annually and can confirm that key risks include:
• EPC ratings
• Water Use
• Energy Use
• Health and wellbeing asset performance
• Contaminated Land
• Waste generation and disposal
• Flood risk
• Legislative compliance
• Supply chain management (including labour practices)
Since 2017, we have aligned our management strategy.
We still use a "plan, do, check, act" management system
approach but have also adopted changes following a review
of best practice guidance - including GRESB requirements,
INREV sustainability reporting requirements and changes
to ISO 14001 (the international standard for environmental
management) introduced in 2015. The schematic on the
following page shows the structure of our management
system.
In summary, materiality risk assessments have been used
to identify areas that require control and/or improvement.
This information feeds into development of improvement
programmes and control procedures.
Sustainability performance is monitored at asset and
fund level through a variety of means. Environmental
performance data is collected and reported quarterly, whilst
we also participate annually in the GRESB survey to review
and benchmark our progress externally.

AIFMD/FCA/DODD FRANK/EMIR/FATCA
Moorfield
Corporate Values

Moorfield
Charitable
Foundation/
Social Impact

Sustainability
(GRESB)
Reporting +
Committee

Regulatory
Requirements

OVERLAP

Ethics
Policy

Anti-Slavery
Policy

Conflicts
of Interest
Policy

Risk
Register

Anti-Bribery
& Corruption
Policy

Anti-Money
Laundering
Policy

Moorfield
CSR Policy

Moorfield
Compliance Manual

Regulatory
Business Plan

Investing responsibly and
with a social conscience

Operating our business
in line with best practice
and our corporate values

Incorporating the
regulatory landscape
into our business

Finally, we commit to reporting progress on an annual basis.

Moorfield.com
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Moorfield's Approach
to Ethics
Ethical corporate behaviour
At Moorfield we endorse ethical and responsible behaviour
across all areas of our business. This is an easy statement to
make, but we hope that this report demonstrates that we take
active steps to ensure this is the case.
We would like to repeat the commitments from last year’s
report and reiterate our Ethics Policy in more detail.
Since last year we have implemented an Entertainment
Policy which sets out our expectations of our employees with
regards organising events that are inclusive to all and not
discriminatory by design. We also have set out some clear
guidelines on the standard of behaviour we expect from our
employees.

Ethics Policy - 2018
At Moorfield we fully endorse responsible and ethical
behaviour from our team, our stakeholders and from our
suppliers. Set out below is our Ethics Policy which codifies
our approach. We ensure our employees are aware of this
policy and it is discussed annually at our Corporate Strategy
Day to confirm it is widely understood and supported.
These principles largely collate into four separate pillars which
can be summarised as follows:
Ethical Sources of Funds – the investors in the MREFs plus all
partners/co-investors are considered institutional grade
investors. We are prepared to go on record to state that
we would not accept money from investors whose source
of funds (or operations) conflicted with our ethics and that
our anti-bribery and corruption policy and our anti-money
laundering policy would be applied rigorously should we
consider admitting any investors whose source of funds is
not immediately apparent and verifiable.

Ethical Investing – whilst we do not hide that our aim as a fund
manager is to maximise returns on equity, we will not invest
in assets or companies that conflict with our ethics. We
carry out significant due diligence prior to each acquisition
and assess each opportunity on its financial merits, but also
taking into consideration its sustainability rating with respect
to its environmental effect and the social impact that such
investment will have. We also commit during our tenure
of ownership that we will try to reduce the environmental
impact of an asset in line with our Sustainability Statement
and will report on the social impact of investments.

Ethical Business Management – we commit to conducting our
business with honesty and integrity. For example, despite
not being captured by the legislation, we have adopted
processes to adhere to the requirements of the 2015
Modern Slavery Act in respect of our supply chain. Our
policy is that if anyone in our business has a decision
to make that they feel raises ethical or moral questions,
then such decisions should be referred to the Board for
discussion.

Ethical Workplace - we value our employees as both important
components of our business and as human beings. We
provide guidance to enable employees to achieve their
professional potential but also offer support and flexibility
to enable them to work around any personal issues they
may face. We have always had longevity in our workforce
and pride ourselves on very low staff turnover. We are
committed to equality of opportunity and our Equal
Opportunity Committee regularly reviews our recruitment
and promotion policy.

Our Rules of Ethics:
• Our Ethics Policy applies equally to all
• We obey the laws, rules and regulations of all countries where we conduct business
• We do not tolerate, and we actively oppose, corruption in our businesses and the businesses of our suppliers
and partners. We apply our anti-bribery and corruption policy to all relationships and have controls in place
to ensure this is implemented
• We ensure our books and records are accurate, complete and maintained according to the law and industry
best practices
• We use Moorfield assets such as email, Internet access, telephones and computers responsibly and
honourably
• We have a respectful and tolerant attitude to online communications
• We strictly limit the use of company resources to support political campaigns or causes
• We are committed to providing responsible and transparent investment management. We address and do
not hide risks or mistakes
• We protect the privacy of all individuals
• We are inclusive, value diversity and support team members in realising their potential
• We respect freedom of association and obey all laws on working hours and compensation
• We safeguard the health and safety of our team members
• We believe in vigorous competition and do not use illegal or unethical means to gain an advantage over a
competitor
• We protect Moorfield’s confidential information and respect that of our competitors
• We believe that what’s good for the environment is good for Moorfield
• We are aware of the social impact of Moorfield’s investments and behaviour
• We do not trade with regimes or persons connected to human rights abuses
• We behave to others as we want and expect them to behave towards Moorfield
• We do not support animal cruelty or bloodsports
• We do not support industry or corporate events which are exclusionary in nature or design

Moorfield.com
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Stakeholder
Engagement

Our Stakeholders
Understanding the needs and concerns of our key stakeholders is important. We have mapped these out following a detailed
engagement process. A summary of our stakeholder engagement process is set out below.

INTERESTED PARTY
Shareholders, Investors and Joint
Venture Partners

NEEDS / EXPECTATIONS
Expect return on investments
sustained through exemplary ESG
practices.
Have a clear understanding of the
environmental performance of
their investments.

Informed says
relationships are
fundamental

APPROACH
We take all steps necessary to
increase the value of investments
and ensure investors are
satisfied with their environmental
performance.
We report performance in
accordance with INREV
requirements.

Tenants

Require the minimum asset
level sustainability requirements
associated with compliance to be
met.

We continually work to improve
the environmental performance
of assets. Moorfield engages
with occupiers to encourage best
practice behaviour and introduce
efficiency measures.

Neighbouring Residents

Require safe, social environments We develop plans and initiatives
to be created as a result of project to maximise benefits for local
communities.
developments.

Regulatory Bodies

Require the compliance of all
relevant environmental legal
obligations.

We ensure compliance
procedures are in place and
understood.

Contractors/Property Managers

Expect a high level of
Environmental, Social and
Governance conduct throughout
all levels of the organisation.

We uphold and encourage the
highest level of ESG standards
and professionalism throughout
our supply chain.

Require clarity on ESG approach.
Employees

Expect a high level of
Environmental, Social and
Governance conduct throughout
all levels of the organisation.

Moorfield is committed to
ensuring equal opportunities,
high welfare and labour standards
of employees and potential
employees.
We communicate robust ESG
procedures and deliver bespoke
training where necessary.

One of our key values is the strong belief in the importance
of relationships. It would be impossible for us to progress
our CSR agenda without constant engagement with our
major stakeholders: to understand their own approaches
and policies but also to enable them to tell us if we’re
meeting their needs as well as our own.
Further detail on our engagement approaches with key
stakeholders are set out below.

Employees
We employ high quality professionals at Moorfield who are
Moorfield.com

self-motivated and accomplished in their own right. We
work hard to ensure that we demonstrate our commitment
to our people and as a result we have an extremely long
average tenure across the company of 10 years continuous
service. However, we are not complacent and seek to
ensure that we maintain a two-way dialogue with our
employees to keep abreast of matters important to both
their welfare and performance, as well as ensuring we are
maintaining performance
We have maintained our formal annual reviews of employee
satisfaction and performance as well as our regular
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company-wide social events and have the following policies
in place to support diversity and work-life balance:
• Enhanced Maternity Leave Policy
• Enhanced Shared Parental Leave Policy
• Enhanced Paternity Leave Policy
• Flexible working
• Mentoring programmes
• Health, dental and life insurance for all
• Monthly Company-wide socials
• Additional Holiday between Christmas and New Year
• Management open door policy

taking proactive steps to ensure this is the case.

Employee Satisfaction Survey findings
At the end of the year we invited our employees to
participate in a survey to provide management with
anonymous feedback on their experiences at Moorfield. The
survey was designed to cover a number of different areas
including:
i. Professional development
ii. Work culture and teamwork
iii. Relationships with co-workers

• Sabbatical policy

iv. Relationship with management

• Optional Health screening

v. Work/Life balance

In our 2016/17 CSR report we committed to complete an indepth employee satisfaction survey and we have published
our key findings below.
We have also maintained our commitment to address the
gender imbalance within the wider Real Estate Industry
as well as reviewing our own practices to ensure we offer
equality of opportunity at all stages of hiring and promotion.
We have been early corporate supporters of the Real
Estate Balance Group which was established with the aim
of promoting better Gender Balance across the industry
and Marc Gilbard (CEO), Charles Ferguson Davie (CIO) and
Sadie Malim (Head of Special Projects and Legal) have and
continue to provide mentorship to their members. Marc
Gilbard has also signed up to the 10 CEO Commitments to
Diversity and we are now working to put in place structures
to ensure they become entrenched in our operations
(please see http://www.realestatebalance.org/ceocommitments-for-diversity.html).
We continue to review our own internal policies via our
Equal Opportunity Policy Committee and recognise that
we have an imbalance within our own organisation which
we are seeking to address. As a small company with a
long tenure, addressing a historic imbalance takes time
and we are often confronted with a very uniform candidate
pool as we tend to hire people with existing experience
in our sector. The lack of diversity in the UK real estate
industry in our opinion starts at the graduate stage and gets
progressively worse as you climb the seniority levels and
therefore we are engaged with the relevant industry bodies
to see what we can do as an industry to encourage more
women and ethnic minorities into this sector. Whilst we do
not currently have any hiring opportunities available, it is
important to us that we eradicate any unconscious bias that
can occur during the hiring and promotion stage and we are

Moorfield.com

vi. Working environment
The questions were framed mostly as statements with
options to Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither Disagree nor
Agree, Disagree and Strongly Disagree.

Key Findings
a. 100% participation rate
b. Employees appear to feel fully involved, professionally
supported and motivated with exceptionally strong
responses to all questions in this field. All questions in
this area resulted in more than 88% responding Strongly
Agree or Agree. In particular 100% of employees (a) felt
they were satisfied of the opportunity to apply their talents
and expertise to their work at Moorfield and (b) enjoyed
their work and (c) are determined to give their best effort
at work each day.

f. The lowest scoring question asked was in relation
to Diversity – only 66% of employees felt that our
organisation was appropriately diverse. There were several
comments that recognised the challenges we face in
addressing this as a small company with low staff turnover.
It was acknowledged that management were addressing
this issue and that it didn’t affect feelings of inclusivity
at the Company. In response we have committed to
spending more time demonstrating how we are addressing
this to our employees at our annual strategy day.
g. Finally, 95% of employees agreed or strongly agreed
that Moorfield cares about them with 100% agreeing that
management shows integrity.
Our ongoing commitment is to continue with an annual
Employee Satisfaction Survey.

Supply Chain
In our last report we committed to a journey of continual
improvement in our supply chain management to ensure
a sustainable and ethical procurement framework. We do
not meet the turnover threshold set out under the 2015
Modern Slavery Act, required to produce a Slavery and
Human Trafficking statement. Nonetheless, as part of our
commitment to responsible and transparent investment
management we have decided to report on this as part of our
annual CSR report.

Our ongoing commitment is to continue to require our
supply chain to confirm their approach on Anti-Bribery and
Corruption, Modern Slavery and Diversity and Inclusion. We
will keep performance of our key suppliers (by turnover)
under annual review.

Investors
We now report on the social impact of our investments
in our quarterly investment reporting and provide a more
detailed update on our ESG polices at the Annual Investor
Conference.
We continue to participate in GRESB (the Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark) for MREFIII and set out in this
report is further detail on our performance last year. MREFIV
will participate in GRESB in 2019.
Our ongoing commitment is to continue to endeavour to
improve our GRESB score and performance for MREFIV.
We will also continue to consider the social impact of our
investment and asset management decisions and report this
to investors.

Building Occupiers

To act sustainably, Moorfield recognises that tenant
engagement is crucial. One of the main causes of poor
sustainability performance in buildings is the lack of
communication between landlords and tenants. Establishing
Our four biggest suppliers by value last year were those listed effective communications can enable greater monitoring;
below – and we have satisfied ourselves that all of these
leading to economic savings, from utility cost reductions, as
suppliers have, at present, established appropriate Modern
well as improving the wellbeing and attitude of the tenants.
Slavery policies and procedures
As a result, a simple online survey was developed and
issued to all tenants.
i. PWC - Accountants

c. Employees were recognised as being quick to adapt to
different situations, resilient in the face of adversity and
demonstrating initiative regularly, with at least 87% of
employees Agreeing or Strongly Agreeing to all questions
in this field. There was one area where scoring dipped
marginally in relation to employees being willing to
embrace organisational change, with only 74% Strongly
Agreeing or Agreeing on this point.

ii. DWF - Lawyers

The objectives of the tenant survey were to:

iii. GVA Grimley – Property Managers

• Consider response rates (as a proxy for interest)

iv. Fresh Group – Student Accommodation Managers

• Identify baseline information about tenant environmental
and sustainability policies

d. Employees felt communication with Management was
good with 91% Agreeing or Strongly Agreeing with this
statement. 100% of employees Strongly Agreed or
Agreed that they had a good working relationship with
their team leader.

vi. Loft Furnishings – Furniture Suppliers

e. Employees seemed satisfied with the benefits package
and flexibility offered with at least 84% of employees
Strongly Agreeing or Agreeing with the statements in this
section. In particular 100% of the employees agreed that
Moorfield offered a pleasant working environment.

As we grow our Build to Rent investment portfolio, we expect
the following suppliers to be added to this list:
v. Allsop Residential Management – Property Managers

Again, we have interrogated both of these suppliers’ Modern
Slavery policies and are satisfied that they are compliant with
the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
We are now, as a matter of course, also requesting diversity
statistics and gender pay gap reporting from all our major
suppliers and have made a commitment to working only with
those who demonstrate a proactive approach to improving
diversity.

• Evaluate tenant understanding of sustainability issues
• Determine tenant satisfaction across the portfolio
Our methodology is set out below. Straightforward
satisfaction surveys were sent to 108 tenants via email
and web link. Tenants were given one month to respond.
Questions collected baseline information, asked tenants to
rate ‘satisfaction’ across a number of categories and gave
respondents the opportunity to comment on opportunities
for improvement.
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Satisfaction questions were scored from 1 (Not at all
satisfied) to 10 (Completely Satisfied) and covered the
following topics:
• Building performance
• Health and well-being
• Building manager’s communications
• Landlord information provided and
• Asset and property management

Results summary

Our Stakeholder Commitments in Summary

We received an 8% response rate to the survey. This was,
perhaps disappointing, but we have found it is a typical
industry response rate.

The below table provides a summary of progress against stakeholder commitments:

• Most respondents are unaware of the environmental
efficiency of the building that they occupy
• Respondents were, on average, most satisfied with their
building’s environmental performance
Key results are presented below:

COMMITMENT

PROGRESS

Carry out a comprehensive employee satisfaction
survey.

Complete

Continue to investigate employment practices within
our supply chains.

Completed – and further actions agreed

Participate in GRESB for MREFIII.

Complete

Implement a sustainable procurement programme for
major procurement exercises.

Underway

Initiate tenant community engagement programmes.

Complete

Report on charitable activities for 2017.

Complete

Publish a corporate responsibility report.

Complete

For 2018 we will:
Our ongoing commitment is to revert with a comprehensive
plan to improve engagement and interaction and to consider
practical ways to help our tenants manage their consumption
levels.

Communities
We invest in a number of communities across the UK and
our assets often play a pivotal role in the local economy. We
try to support local charities through our asset management
activities and work to find ways to engage with local
stakeholders. Last year, we committed to investigate social
impact investment approaches. Moorfield is currently
working with Landaid and the Manchester Settlement Trust
charity to invest in a social impact investment to provide
housing for those young people deemed most at risk of
homelessness. We currently have two BTR developments
underway in Manchester and have historically invested
in offices, build to rent developments and student
accommodation in the city and will use our network of
contacts to assist with the delivery of this project. We
will use this pilot to show case this form of social impact
investment and we hope to be able to report in more detail
on this at a later date.
Moorfield.com

Our commitment to Communities

• Use the results of our employee and tenant satisfaction surveys to develop and improve engagement programmes

Our ongoing commitment is to crystallise our first social
impact investment in a community where we are active
investors.

• Progress with supply chain management initiatives through the ongoing development of our sustainable procurement
guidelines

Government and Industry
Moorfield continues to be an active member of the British
Property Federation, British Venture Capital Association
and INREV and ensures it is at the table when responses to
policy changes are formulated. This year, for the first time,
we sent delegates to the Conservative Party Conference to
ensure we could hear and debate first-hand the direction
that the Majority Party is taking the Country in. We commit to
attending future Party Conferences of the governing party to
ensure understanding of Government Policy and to maximise
our opportunity to engage directly.

• Complete a 2018 employee satisfaction survey

• Report on charitable activities
• Participate in GRESB for MREFIII and register MREFIV with GRESB
• Report the above in our annual CSR report

17
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Governance
Moorfield is committed to the highest standards of
corporate governance and we believe that such
standards form an essential component of our
commitment to our stakeholders. We seek to develop
policies, standards, and procedures appropriate for the
nature, scale and complexity of our business and the
environment in which we operate.
Our top-down governance structure is as follows:
i. The Main Board - Comprising the CEO, CFO and CIO
ii. The Investment Committee - Comprising the CEO,
CFO, CIO and Senior Risk Director - all material
investment decisions
iii. The Operational Board - Comprising the Main Board
members and Team Heads. This forum is where all
operational aspects of our business are discussed
and determined. This board was strategically formed
to ensure representation across all areas of our
business
iv. Independent Advisory Board - Established in 2017,
this comprises three industry experts who have
agreed to provide independent opinions to The Main
Board on matters of conflict
v. Committees - We have a number of Committees
which report up to the Operational Board on a
quarterly basis. These include:

We have a structured meeting and reporting format that is
designed so information flows easily both up and down the
reporting ladder.
All ESG matters are reported and discussed using this
reporting framework and we repeat the commitments we
made last year in this respect.
As such, we commit to:
• Maintaining the Main Board, Operational Board and
Investment Committee to oversee the firm’s corporate
governance and to review the effectiveness of our risk
management framework
• Delivery of corporate governance and ethics training to all
board members
• Regular and transparent reporting to clients at both
corporate and fund level in line with industry guidelines
where appropriate
• Ensure that FCA Principles and the Principles for
Approved Persons set the framework within which all
activities are undertaken, as relevant
• Ensure Moorfield funds have an Investment Advisory
Board to address any potential conflicts
• Convening our CSR Committee at least quarterly to
oversee the ESG programmes across our business and to
ensure their effective implementation within the firm

a. Audit and Risk Management Committee
b. CSR Committee
c. Regulatory Committee
d. Entertainment Committee
e. Equal Opportunities Committee
f. Remuneration Committee

Moorfield.com
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The
Environment

Objectives and targets have been established to address corporate environmental risks and improvement opportunities. In
addition to the quantifiable targets shown below, we maintain programmes to:
• Assess environmental sustainability risks and opportunities at asset level during the acquisition process
• Establish sustainability improvement plans at both asset and fund level to consider energy, water and waste management
• Enable the regular measurement and monitoring of key environmental data (namely energy, water and waste) across all
of our assets
Progress against our long-term environmental targets is set out below.

TARGET
We will reduce like-for-like energy
performance by 12%
over four years on a 2016
baseline.

PROGRESS
Like for like energy consumption
(taking sales and disposals into
account) fell by 6% in 2017 (when
compared to 2016).

DEADLINE
2020

Absolute energy performance fell
by 17%.
We will reduce like-for-like water
consumption by 5%
over four years on a 2016
baseline.

Programmes are now in place to
collect and analyse water use.

2020

We will monitor all waste
performance with an objective
of achieving zero waste to landfill.

From 2018 onwards, Property
Managers will be required to
report on waste management
percentage performance.

2020

We will improve our Global Real
Estate Sustainability (GRESB)
rating for our MREFIII fund.

Achieved a fantastic 11%
improvement in 2017 on 2016
score. Our Management and
Policy rating improved to 92%.

Ongoing

Intelligent
believes in exceeding
expectations

Moorfield.com
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Case Study 1: Moorfield Office Move
In March 2017 we moved offices from Curzon Street to our
new location at 10 Grosvenor Street. We led the space
planning and design in house and wanted to create a space
that was functional, stylish, promoted employees' wellbeing
and also encouraged sustainable practices. We did this
through a number of ways:
• purchased upcycled Office Furniture across all the
workstations – including desks, filing cabinets and chairs
• our old desks, chairs and filing cabinets were taken away
to be upcycled for a new life elsewhere
• any remaining unwanted furniture was donated to charity
• furniture and computer equipment from the old offices
were retained as much as possible
• all lighting is LED and PIR
• we installed new printers that require a key code to print
in order to cut down on paper waste. Default setting is
double sided
• we installed a filtered water tap and no longer provide
bottled water to staff which has significantly reduced our
waste

Cast Study 2: The Kinta Valley
Moorfield directly manages a small 10-acre deciduous
woodland – the Kinta Valley, located next to the Aberdeen
Energy and Innovation parks. This area is open to the
public and is used for recreation. However, it is important to
recognise that the trees grown in this area are an important
carbon sink. Based on Forestry Commission figures (for the
UK as a whole), an average of 5.4 tonnes of carbon dioxide
per year is sequestered from each hectare of woodland.
Our 3.95-hectare site, therefore actively offsets 21.33 tonnes
of carbon dioxide per year. This is a small percentage of
our overall reported carbon footprint (4600 tonnes), but is
positive nonetheless.

Case Study 3: Aurora Ealing Grade A
Refurbishment
Aurora House, the 50,000 sq. ft. top specification office
refurbishment on Uxbridge Road, Ealing achieves a targeted
design-stage BREEAM Very Good Rating and has scored
well on all sections.
The project has focused on achieving the BREEAM rating for
the upgrading of the core and local building services, known
as Parts 2 and 3 under the assessment.
The 1994 constructed office building was stripped of the
existing heating, ventilation and cooling systems including
four pipe fan coil and roof mounted chillers as well as
all interior finishes and majority of other services. A new
efficient VRF system with heat recovery was installed with
flexible controls and sophisticated metering and monitoring
to record and optimise future energy use.
New energy efficient LED lighting, PIRs and daylight sensors,
as well as occupier controls have been installed throughout
the office areas linked to the building management system.
The energy performance rating for the building improved
significantly with 13 out of the available 15 BREEAM credits
scored for reduction of energy use and carbon.
New water components were installed throughout with
low water consumption ensuring a top score of 5 out of 5
BREEAM credits in this category.
Main contractor, AIS, completed the project on a Design and
Build contract and ensured credits were also achieved for
their on-site environmental management and responsible
construction practices.
A BREEAM ‘Very Good’ rating requires an environmental
score between 55 and 65%. The design-stage score is
63.16%.
The building is undergoing a Post-Construction Review, a key
element of the BREEAM UK Refurbishment and Fit Out 2014
methodology, and was awarded a BREEAM Very Good rating.

Moorfield, does not at present, seek to offset its carbon
emissions directly. However, we will investigate this
approach, together with procurement of green energy in
future years.

Moorfield.com
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Performance
Report

Logic would tell you
that an insightful approach
is always the best approach…

Moorfield’s GRESB Journey

All Asset Performance

Moorfield has been filing its Value-Add funds with GRESB
since 2014 and we have used its filing requirements as
a guideline as to our own internal policies and reporting
standards.

On the following page we set out our environmental
sustainability performance for assets under management.

In 2017 MREFIII’s GRESB results improved by 6 points to
a score of 60. This is made up of two individual scores:
47/100 for Implementation and Measurement and 92/100 for
Management and Policy.
In 2016, MREFIII’s GRESB results showed an overall score of
54, comprising 46/100 for Implementation and Measurement
and 74/100 for Management and Policy.
The 2017 score represents an annual improvement of 11%.
Over the course of 2016/2017 we targeted several areas of
our existing policy which were in part responsible for our
improved GRESB score in 2017. This included the following:
i. Committing to publicly reporting our performance and
CSR policies
ii. Tenant Engagement Surveys across all traditional assets
to engage with our Tenants and their energy usage and
to set the ground for tenant directed initiatives
iii. Employee Satisfaction Survey to record feedback from an
important group of stakeholders
iv. Review and update of our Environmental Management
System so that it is compliant with ISO 14001
We continued with our implementation of energy and waste
saving initiatives at the MREFIII asset level, however feel this
is never accurately reflected through our GRESB score for
Implementation and Measurement. The GRESB measurement
system cannot be flexed to take into account energy use
changes that come from vacant spaces being occupied for
example, and comparing year to year is problematic when
a fund contains development assets. Therefore as well as
looking at what GRESB requires, we apply our own standards
to ensure we are maximising the efficiency of our assets and
look to demonstrate through the Management and Policy
that we have ESG considerations built into every aspect of
our investment and asset management paths. This includes
for example our commitment to ensure we target a BREAM
Very Good for our developments and refurbishments and a
commitment to remove all halogen lighting across all assets.

Moorfield.com

Sustainability performance for the 2017 calendar year (1
January 2017 to 31 December 2017) is presented (with
comparison against 2016) in the following tables.
• Table 1: Energy – Absolute, Like-for-Like and Intensity
• Table 2: GHG emissions – Absolute, Like-for-Like and
Intensity
We are in the process of collecting water and waste data.
Future annual reports will include this information.
The reporting boundary has been defined according to
where Moorfield has Operational Control, i.e. where it has
the full authority to introduce and implement operating
policies. As such, it covers MREFIII fund only.

Absolute data
Includes consumption for assets that were sold during the
reporting period and where we held operational control.

Like for Like data
Performance data excludes assets where they were not in
ownership for 24 months covering the reporting periods
(2016 and 2017).

Intensity data
Performance data excludes assets where they were not in
ownership for 24 months covering the reporting periods
(2016 and 2017). Net lettable area has been used as the
denominator for intensity for all sector types.
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Energy - Purchased and Consumed (Not applicable: Electricity self-generated from non-fuel sources (e.g. solar, wind); Renewable fuels use)

Absolute kWh

OFFICE

% Change

Electricity

10,231,665

7,567,971

Fuels

6,087,043

4,649,151

56,340

56,340

N/A

26,685

14

14

N/A

11

199,732

315,956

-15%

330,206

315,956

-4%

0

-

-

-

-

-

110,569

18.952

N/A

18,952

2

2

N/A

1

Area (NLA M2)

Fuels
Area (NLA M2)
Coverage No. of assets

2016

2017

% Change

2016

2017

-26%

4,952,746

4,046,562

-18%

-25%

2,639,979

2,564,492

-3%

285

248

N/A

26,685

26,685

N/A

11

11

12

12

N/A

18,952

18,952

N/A

1

1

140

156

Electricity - shared services

427,293

449,087

+3%

427,293

401,927

-6%

Fuels

2,310,749

3,514,762

+36%

2,310,749

2,651,863

+15%

19,536

44,309

N/A

19,536

N/A

19,536

19,536

1

3

N/A

1

N/A

1

1

10,858,690

8,333,014

-24%

5,710,245

4,764,445

-17%

8,397,793

8,163,913

-7%

4,950,729

5,216,355

+5%

186,445

119,601

N/A

65,173

N/A

17

19

N/A

13

N/A

Area (NLA M2)
Coverage No. of assets
Electricity - shared services

TOTAL

• Data reported covers total landlord procured energy
(including energy subsequently supplied to tenants for
use)

Intensity kWh/m2

2017

Electricity - shared services

RESIDENTIAL

Like for Like kWh

2016

Coverage No. of assets

OTHER
(MIXED)

Commentary on Performance Trends

Fuels
Area (NLA M2)
Coverage No. of assets

2015

OFFICE

OTHER
(MIXED)

2015

2016

% Change

2015

2016

97

73

1,267

951

-25%

541

525

4,212

2661

-37%

2041

1423

56,340

56,340

N/A

26,685

N/A

26,685

26,685

Coverage № of assets

14

14

N/A

11

N/A

11

11

Scope 1

-

-

-

-

-

-

Scope 2

153

111

-27%

136

111

-18%

7

6

18,952

18.952

N/A

18952

N/A

18952

18952

3

3

N/A

1

N/A

1

1

Scope 1

529

719

36%

473

543

14.63%

Scope 2

180

158

-12%

176

141

-20%

33

35

33,287

44,309

N/A

19,536

N/A

19536

19536

2

3

N/A

1

N/A

1

1

Area (NLA m2)

AREA (NLA M2)

AREA (NLA M2)

Scope 1

1,795

1,671

-7%

1014

1067

+5%

Scope 2

4,545

3,387

-36%

2353

1675

-29%

AREA (NLA M2)
Coverage № of assets

Moorfield.com

% Change

SCOPE 1

Coverage № of assets

TOTAL

2016

Intensity kg CO2e/m2

Scope 2

Coverage № of assets

RESIDENTIAL

Like for Like tonnes CO2e

108,578

119,601

213,118

65,173

N/A

19

19

19

13

N/A

• Assets excluded from like for like comparison due to
acquisition include: The Tramshed
• Mixed assets include Riverlights, Aberdeen Crombie/
Kettock Car Park and Quartermile Car Parks. The floor
area of car parks is not reported
• Residential assets include multi-family blocks and student
residential): The Keel, Century Square, Tramshed
• Single let assets (where tenants are responsible for
procurement) are excluded
• Assets in development are excluded
• Quartermile is excluded from like for like analysis
because data is not available for 2017
• Total residential fuel energy consumption increased
by 36%. This is a reflection of fund growth – more
residential assets were owned in 2017 when compared
to 2016 (electricity consumption has not increased in the
same way due to supply set-up at the relevant buildings
where heating energy is the responsibility of the landlord
but electricity supplies are provided directly to individual
residential units). Like-for-like performance presents an
increase of 15%. This is as a result of increased tenant
demand at one asset that was held by Moorfield in both
2016 and 2017 (the Keel)

N/A

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Scope 1 – gas; Scope 2 – electricity, district heating / cooling)

Absolute tonnes CO2e

• Assets excluded from like for like comparison due to sale
include: Barbirolli Square, Atlantic Quay 3, The Shipping
Building, Century Square

• In 2016; 1% of total data was estimated. In 2017 8.9% of
data was estimated (the increase in estimation was a
result of asset sales – where data had not been reported
in the months prior to sale)

Commentary on Performance Trends
• Source of data: https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/government-conversion-factors-for-companyreporting (2016 and 2017 data)
• Reductions (improvements) in carbon conversion
factors from 2016 to 2017 – due to continued grid
decarbonisation, have contributed to reported carbon
reductions (and are the reason for the difference
between reported KWh reduction and CO2 reductions)

N/A
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Assurance
Statement

EVORA Global Limited has been appointed by Moorfield to
complete verification of reported energy consumption data
presented within this report.

Methodology
Moorfield utilises SIERA as its Data Management System
platform. SIERA enables efficient data capture and analysis.
Furthermore, I can confirm that EVORA has used ISO 14064
as the methodology for data collection, verification and
calculation for energy and greenhouse gas emissions
In summary the applied process for data assurance includes
i. Confirmation of asset data
ii. Receipt of reported energy consumption
iii. Initial data accuracy checks (completed by SIERA
software platform)
iv. Submission of queries and clarification to Moorfield and
Property Management teams
v. Verification of data and results (completed by Software
with specialist consultant review)
Notes
• Environmental performance data (electricity and gas) is
based on invoiced data. However, in some cases - to
address data gaps - estimates have been used. Records
of estimated consumption data, and methodologies used
have been reviewed and are held on file

Opinion

Empathetic
guides a
partnership

Invoiced data is accurately reported. However, 8.9% of
total reported data has been estimated (using previous year
data and pro rata techniques), where information is found
to be missing. A full record of estimations is available from
EVORA.
Moorfield continue to work towards improving accuracy of
data. This will support improvement programmes going
forwards.

About EVORA
EVORA is an independent, pan-European sustainability
consultancy and software provider, specialising in the
commercial real estate sector.
Paul Sutcliffe
Director
February 2018
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10 Grosvenor Street
Mayfair
London
W1K 4QB
T: 020 7399 1900
F: 020 7499 2114
E: enquiry@moorfield.com

Press Contact
For press enquiries please contact
Kieron Smith at FTI Consulting:
T: 020 3727 1476
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